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Grade changes possible

Term paper company
gives student's names
The Associated Press

Library's Schneider preparing
to cut $21 1,000 frorn budget
By TERRY CASS
Of the Campus Crier

Following the guidelines set
up by President Donald Garrity regarding the proposed 10.1
percent statewide budget cuts,
the CWU library is preparing
. to cut $211,000 over the next
· biennium through personnel
and operational reductions.
Dean of Library Services
Frank A. Schneider said the
, proposed cuts will be shared
I by the library and the instructional media center, to make
up the total cuts in library ser1 vices.
Through a series of
library faculty
1 meetings,
I members reached decisions
on what reductions would
have to be made in the face of.
the pending cuts.
"It was a very arduous
task," Schneider said. "It was
attended · to with dedication
and good will, and a desire to
best serve the students and
faculty of this institution."
Of the $211,000 library
budget cuts, $57,000 would
come from the instructional
media center. Three positions
currently unfilled ·would remain so, cutting nearly $54,000
in salaries and wages. Also,

$3,400 could not be spent on
needed audio visual equipment.
The remaining $154,000
would come from the library
itself. By not filling one-and-ahalf faculty positions, and two
library civil service positions,
$68,000 could be cut in salaries
and wages.
Library goods and services
would stand to lose $46,000. A
halt on the purchasing of
previously planned for items
such as, three micro-print
readers at $6,000; new drapes
at $5,000; library supplies at
$10,000; and new tables and
chairs at $25,000.
The library is required to
provide seating for at least 25
percent of the total student
bOdy. Presently, seating is at
. 18 percent and would remain
that way under these reductions.
"If our cuts are not as
drastic as the prop<>sed 10.1
percent that we've planned
for, the book and journal cuts
would be the first things to be
revised," Schneider said.
As of now cuts would be met
by the discontinuing of
subscriptions of periodical~
that aren't as significant on
the ba,sis of measured use or

Central campus
plagued with
third arson

amount of duplication and only the books that are closely
related to the curriculums offered on campus would be purchased.
With the university still facing the possibility of an additional 9.9 percent cut,
Schneider agrees with President Garrity that the university as a whole would have to be
reorganized.
"If the budget cuts do
become 20 percent, it would
force reductions in staff or get
very close to it, and there
would be drastic cuts in the
number of books and journals
we provide for student and
faculty use,'' he said.
Planning and executing in
times of diminished resourses
is difficult, but. "we can make
it,'' Schneider said. "Our
main focus is still on the
students - to have the least
amount of impact on them."
"There are things we can't
do that we wanted to do,"
Schneider _said. "Our plan is
that if this is a temporary
situation we'll bring up the
programs as soon as the
money situation is modified,
but if it isn't we can make it
without it.

By TAMMY FAHSHOLTZ
Of the Campus Crier

For the third consecutive
weekend, Stephens-Whitney Hall
was the victim of a suspected arson. At 12:40 a.m. on Saturday,
Barto Hall was added to the list as
a victim of yet another suspected
arson.
Campus Security officers
responded to the first call and
found the contents of a dumpster
burning. Because the blaze was
burning too strong, the Ellensburg
Fire Department was called to extinguish the blaze:
While still on campus at approximately 1: 30 a.m., the fire department crew was notified that

SEATTLE - Ghostwritten term papers may return to haunt college
graduates as the result of a consent decree between the U.S. Postal Service and a Seattle company that specializes in research and term papers.
A consent decree issued Friday by U.S. District Court Judge John
Voorhees in Seattle allows professors to change a student's grade in a
course for which he or she turned in a purchased term paper. If the offense is serious enough, a graduate's degree could be revoked.
It is illegal to sell "canned" term papers to college students in
Washington state.
The consent decree results from the postal service's investigation of
Seattle-area term paper supplier, Pacific Research.
As part of the decree, Pacific Research agreed to tell college professors
nationwide the names of students who bought term papers and research
services from the firm.
The probe of the company began after the son of postal service attorney
Thomas Ziebarth saw a leaflet advertising the firm at Marquette University in Milwaukee.
Pacific Research advertised in several campus newspapers offering "a
solution at last to the student's term paper problems."
Later Ziebarth said, "the unspeakable happened ... Two people at a
college 'in Colorado turned in the same term paper for the same cl ass. "
Postal Service officials said the company "knows or should know" that
the papers are used for course credit.
Agency lawyers said the service allows students to buy papers they
could turn in for academic credit in what amounted to a scheme to
mislead professors while profiting Pacific Research.
The University of Wahington's Stephen Nord, acting vice president for
student affairs, said a student who hands in canned papers as original
work is "clearly cheating.
"I assume the dean (in the student's major department of study) could
withdraw the credit or change the grade with the consent of the professor
involved," Nord said.
He said the decree apparently would allow "any curious professor or
dean (to) simply look back in their own departmental or tes~ recor~ ~o
see if they recognize any of those names" of students buymg Pacific
Research material.
The Washington Legislature in 1979 approved a measure prohibiting
the sale of term papers, thesis or other work to students for classroom
use. Then-Gov. Dixy Lee Ray, a former college professor, signed the
measure into law.

Spellman delays final cuts
Gov. John Spellman's lastest
budget recovery plan - which
would call for a 4 percent cut in
higher education, rather then
the initial 10.1 percent announced earlier - will not be made
public until the state's chief executive and key members of the
legislature reconcile their differences on just how the $655
million deficit should be made
up.
The governor had scheduled a
press conference for Wednes-

another dumpster was burning at
Stephens-Whitney.
Campus Secur-i ty Chief Al
Teeples said these latest fires have
been added to those currently
under investigation. He could not
release any further information as
to the progress of the investigation.
Ellensburg Fire Chief Ea West
said the EFD will work with the
Campus officials in their probe into
these fires.
"If someone would just come forward - I'm sure someone knows
something - it would save a lot of •
people time and worry."
James Hollister, director of
housing, agreed with West and added that "We've been lucky that no
one has been hurt." He said

day afternoon to detail his
plans.
Final figures were not
available ·to the Crier by press
time, but initial reports indicated Spellman would have
requested an 0.8 cent increase
in existing sales taxes and a 10
percent
surcharge
on
businesses. The total tax
package, expectected to bring
in $764 million, would also have
levied cuts of $212 million from
assorted state programs.

although it is true that damage has
been confined to the dumpster and
exterior of the building, "I just
don't want anyone to get hurt."
As in the past two incidents,
neither hall was evacuated.
West said even if a fire began inside a building, it would be "difficult to evacuate the occupants
because people have cried 'wolf'
too many times and it appears as if
people just don't give a damn
anymore."
Hollister stated it was up to the
Campus Police and the residence
hall staff to determine when the
necessity to evacuate a building
existed. He said it "would be a concommon-sense
servative,
decision."
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Police blotter
Editor's note: Begiring this week, Crier
reporter Tammy Fahshaltz will examine calls
made by the Central Campus Police Department. This column will appear on a weekly
basis.

During the week of Oct. 12-18, the
Campus Safety officers responded
to 96 calls ranging from stray dogs
to burglaries.
Security Chief Al Teeples said
there were three burglaries among
these 96 calls. These included two
incidents on Oct. 18 at Beck Hall
when two rooms were entered. One
illegal entry resulted in a total of
.$4J.25 in cash missing. Investigation of the second entry failed to
find anything missing. A third
burglary occurred at Kamola Hall
Oct. 16. A resident reported that someone had entered her room, went
through her belongings, but took
nothing.
Among the remaining reports
were 13 thefts, including four

stolen bicycles. Among these thefts
were a stolen vacuum cleaner
from Meisner Hall vauled at $296;
a pickup tire from Brooklane
Village worth $60; and a purse and
wallet from SUB, room 211 and a
baricade with a flashing light, also
valued at $60.
Other calls investigated by Campus Safety officers included: 3 arson fires, 1 vehicle prowl, 1 simple
assault, 10 acts of malicious
mischief (vandalism, property
damage), 1 shoplifting incident at
the University Store, 1 hit and run
(vehicle was unattended) and 1
harassing phone call report .
Other activities of the safety officers included: 2 recovered
bicycles, 15 doors unlocked for
students, 14 motorist assists, 2
medical transportations, 9 reports
on found property, 2 reports on
suspicious persons in residence
halls and 7 doors found open and
unsecure.

Special education conferenc~
cancelled for lack of interest
CWU has cancelled its sixth an- by the Central Division of Special
nual fall conference for special Education.
According to CWU Professor
educators, scheduled Oct. 23 and 24
~herrie Chrysler, the conference
on the Ellensburg campus.
The forum, entitled "A Salute to was cancelled because too few perEducators," was to be sponsored sons pre-registered.

BUSINESS DEAN LARRY DANTON

Photo by Al Costillo

" ... they will continue with (nuclear plants) one, otwo and three, but it would appear that four and five ore out at least temporarily ... or possibly permanently.

Danton votes no: 28 times
By CAROLYN LEHMANN
Of the Campus Crier

$65
burgundy
or.tan .

"Whoops!" is what Larry Danton sair when he taped a 30 second
conur .cial opposing Initiative 394
last week in Los Angeles.
Even though CWU' s Dean of
School of Business and Economics
went through 28 "takes" before he
made the final commercial, the
whoops he was talking about was
the Washington Public Power and
Supply System (WPPSS) and its
problems with funding.
Danton issues a resounding "no"
to this initiative, maintaining that
requiring a vote on each bond issue
would be time consuming, expensive, and would skyrocket interest
rates on the bonds.
The solution, Danton says, is to
"continue in the system as it is."
As for WPPSS, "They'll get their
own funding." Danton admits,
however, that "They will continue
with (nuclear power plants) one,
two, and three, but it would appear
that four and five are out - at least
temporarily . . . or possibly permanently."
Danton, who was approached by
the "No on 394" committee to fihn
the 30 second spot, says that he· is

not an active member of the committee and doesn't plan to be. He
explains that although he is personally opposed to the initiative
and encourages voters to turn it
down, "I am not running a campaign."
As for his career in television,
Danton does "not care to make a
livelihood of it." The 28 "takes"
before the final commercial chalked up one-and-a-half hours, and included such inconveniences as
photo-gray glasses that darkened
in the spotlights and a tie that kept
slipping up in his vest. The glasses
problem was solved when Danton's
wife sent a spare pair down by bus;
as for the tie, Danton "was thinking about attaching it to my socks
so that it would stay down."
Danton does not know when and
where the commercial will be
aired, but "obviously it is going to
happen pretty soon" as the electio,n
is Nov. 3. ·
·
Although plans for a Hollywood
career are not on Danton's agenda,
he says he would not hesitate to do
it again if an1opportunity for a
similar cause arose. "It's not that
difficult to do," he said with a
·Shrug.
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Local legislators have ple1nty
to solve state budget woes

over $400 million each. The added
revenue of either alternative,
Flanigan said, would reduce the
$655 million deficit by two-thirds.
Flanigan's proposal to increase
the current state sales tax coincides with Spellman's suggestion
of a 0.8 cent increase. Spellman
also advocates a 10 percent surcharge on business taxes and an
extension of sales taxes to doctors'
and lawyers' fees.
In his Oct. 16 speech in the SUB
Pit, Sen. Frank "Tub" Hansen,
D-Kittitas, also advocated an increase in taxes, namely a return to
the 5 percent food tax.
As for an increase in .tuition,
Flanigan explained that it could be
possible. Under current law,
students will pay 28 percent of the
total instructional costs of the
university by the end of the biennium, with taxpayers picking up
,the balance.
According to Smith, students
paid about three-fourths of that 28
percent this year, with the full 28
percent to go into effect next year.
The proposed budget cuts,
however, could push up the
deadline, bringing ~e full 28 per-

cent into effect possibly by next alike spent the money," Smith ad- ' . it should be."
quarter.
mitted, "but consider who was in
Smith con~eded higher educaWhen it comes to pointing the power between '79 and '81 in the tion does sport some fat that could
If Gov. John Spelhnan's recently
be cut, but noted other areas could
finger . of blame for the state's Dixy Lee reign."
announced economic recovery
monetary miseries, the three
Regardless of who did what, all use a shaving off of grisle. As an
·plan - slated to bring in an adS(ll.l)?lS split into their respective
three solons agreed something example, he offered the John
ditonal $764 million - doesn't go
political parties.
must be done. For Smith, three Wayne Trail, a proposed $3.5
through, three local legislators
In his speech last Tuesday, items top his list of priorities: pro- million nature trail stretching
have some ideas on how to bring
Hansen accused the Republican tecting the citizens of the state, fur- from Cle Elum to Idaho.
the state back to fiscal fitness:
Party of spending a $400 million . Dishing adequate education and
"We seem to have come up with
In seperate phone interviews,
"slush fund'~ set up by the helping citizens take care of the $3.5 million to buy the Milwaukee
Rep. Sid Flanigan, R-Quincy
Democratic Party in order to themselves - although he conced- Railroad to build a John Wayne
favored a return to the food tax,
balance the budget. In .a su~ ed not necessarily in that order.
Trail," Smith commented dryly.
while Rep. . Curt Smith,
pfemental phone interview,
On the matter of higher educa- "I don't think the state ought to be
R.:.Ephrata leaned toward the
Hansen admitted the $400 million tion, he stated, "I don't think involved in buying up land ... all
elimination of superfluous
existed only on paper; it was the there's a question as to whether it's across the state to ride your
organizations. Although he declindifference between a low budget a high priority for any legislator.. bikes."
ed to expound on which programs
revenue projection used by the
democrats and the higher budget
would be affected, Smith noted the
revenue projection used hy the
Department of Energy had "never
made any energy." Smith recomrepublicans in their 1981-83 budget.
mended a tax increase only after
H;msen added an actual $400
all the alternatives had been exmillion had ben spent by the .
plored.
democrats in ~ the 1979-81 budget,
Flanigan, however, advocated
with the money. allocated toward
either a return to the 5 percent tax
responses to these types of reeducation.
By STEVE FISHBURN
on food or a straight one-half perquests could take up to eight
Of the Campus Crier
On the republic~n point of view,
cent across-the-board increase on
hours or more.
both Smith and Flanigan reported
existing taxable items. Both in- ·
Responses to emergencies
their parties had fought to keep the ·
Classroom chalkboards
creases, he stated, would be "any
which endanger life or proper$400 million surplus the democrats
may be a little dustier and the
easy solution that doe~n't 'cause
ty will continue to be as soon
spent in the 1979-81 budget, but fail- .
garbage cans may be a little
much pain" and would bring in
as possible.
ed. "Republicans and democrats
fuller in the academic
. Individual ·offices will be
buildings as .a result of Gov.
cleaned twice weekly. Office
John Spellffian's proposed
waste baskets requiring more
budget cuts. ;
frequent attention
be
Paul Bechtel, CWU's
emptied by office occupants
physical plant director, sent a
into a container to be placed in
memorandwn to all faculty
and administrators two weeks · · each building.
Classroom waste containers
ago giving notice of reduced
will be emptied at regular
janitorial maintencance.
cleaning times if over halfThe physical plarit controls
way full.
the maintenance and upkeep
ciassroom blackboards will ·
of all buildings and was
, cleaned only on ~ridays.
among· the first departments
Chalk and erasers will be ·
to be hit by the cuts.
checked daily.
~ According to Bechtel the
MILK HAS SOMETHING.
Pencil sharpeners will be
Grade A VJ gallon
general · appearance of the
emptied twice'monthly.
academic buildings will
General cleaning such as
decline because he doesn't
FOR EVERY BODY
Pasteurized/ Homogenized
dusting, cleaning and
have the funds or manpower
vacuuming of office and
to maintain the present level
Whole and 2% Vi gallon 99c
lounge funiture, scrubbing
of upkeep. Thirteen custodial
Whipping Cream 60c pint
and waxing floors, cleaning
positions have been lost. carpets, and wall washing will
The memo outlined seven
be done only if the custodian
areas where custodial serhas time.
vices will be reduced to cut exOpen
"We regret that the
penses.
custodial service must be
Responses to minor inonve1pm~7pm
recuced to this inadequate
niences such as burned out
level," said Bechtel. " . . . the
lights, minor spills, need for
appearance of the facilities
bathroom tissue, chalk, cardLoc:atecl Just I llocb West Of Nlchollon .P avllon
will deteriorate and many inboard boxes, etc. will be
dividuals will be inconvehandled during . the normal.
.419
15th - 925-1821
nienced.''
work shift. This · could mean
Of the Campus Crier

Appearance will decline
from, maintenance cuts
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Take that
By MATT McGILLEN
Editor

Where DID all the money go?

MORE THAN ONE WAY TO SKIN A CAT
DEPARTMENT. An 80-year old professor emeritus
at the University of Washington has a not-so-newway to ease the budget cuts that loom so ominously
over us.
A 30 percent across-the-board (now that sounds
familiar) cut in faculty salari_es. He says they - the
UW - did just that during the depression (not this
depression, the OTHER depression). It eliminated a
lot of the inner dissension and backstabbing that he
figures will go on·if teachers are put in the position of
"every man for himself." (Central faculty senate,
are you listening?)

pleasure from. Some of these areas the money is
dumped into make money, that is they either support
themselves, or come close to breaking even. Others,
melmwhile, are all take and no give.
So, without further ado, here ladies and
gentlemen, are Central's top 20, ranked in order of
cost to us as students:
No. l.SUB Engineering - $183,331. This money is
primarily for utilities and maintenance. No. 2Men's
and Women's Ahtletics - $114,500. (Not that I'm
anti-sport, I'm very pro-sports, but facts are facts).
No. 3. SUB Custodial - $73,804~ Wages for custodians, including student custodians, is included here.
No. 4. Recreation Program - $45,000. This is up
nearly 50 percent from 1979. No. 5. Board of Directors - $44,800. Our own "city ·council and city
manager." No. 6. SUB Administration - $28,365.
"The union (SUB) serves as a unifying force in the
life of the university, cultivating enduring regard for
and loyalty to the university."
No. 7. Intramurals - $25,390. No. 8. Social Activities Programs - $18,200. No. 9. Music - $7,790.
No.10. (tie) Drama -$6,000. Off-Campus Programs
- $6,000. No. -12. Minority Affairs - $4,000. No. 13.
Tube and Tent - $2,900.
No. 14. Art Gallery - $2,500. No. 15. The Campus
Crier - $1,700. Of course it cost more than that
amount to put out each issue of the paper, but our excellent advertising department is anticipated to bring in almost as much as goes out this year. Unfor-

AND SPEAKING OF WHERE ALL THE MONEY
WENT, where did all the money go? This year when
you register, you contribute $35 to the Student Activity Fees budget. For the predicted 1981-82 enrollment
projections, that will bring in $720,000 to our own little coffers (that's why they call it the STUDENT Activity fee).
This fund can't be touched by the budget cuts,
since it is generated without the help of state or
federal governments. It's ours to do with with as we,
or more correctly, our representatives, the Joint (no
snickers, please) Student Fees Committee, decide.
So where does all that money, nearly three..:
quarters of a million dollars, go? I'mglad you asked.
It goes to various activities (hence the name) and
services that we as students use and/or derive

tunately we can't say that about previous years. But
those things were beyond the present staff's control.
No. 16. KCAT- $500. As recently as 1979 the radio
station had an operating budget in excess of $8,000.
The poor chaps are now down to a measly two grand.
No. 17. Food Service - EVEN. The food service is
projected to bring in exactly as much as it costs to
run.
No. 18. The Games Room __:_ +$15,000. I guess it
stands to reason.
STILL WAITNG FOR THAT STUDENT LOAN
DEPARTMENT. I applied for my guaranteed student loan in July. In August, I was told I was denied
for insufficent academic progress. Mystified, I searched out the error and discovered the computer had
zigged where it should have zagged and my coding
came out wrong.
So I reapplied. And waited. And waited. Finally I
was told that my application had been lost. A few
days later, however, I was told it had been found, approved and that my promissary note had been mailed on Sept. 29. Days turned to weeks and still no sight
of that miraculous piece of paper.
Finally my banker called Seattle and they said it
had been misaddressed and had returned to the
bank.· So they sent another one, putting the second
one in the mail on Mon. Oct. 12. It too, dissappeared
in the night. So they sent me third one three days
ago. I'm still waiting.

a

Student opinion

All will be hurt
by I 0. I O/o cuts
I was sitting around my dorm
Joe turned White with shock.
room trying to plan something for "You mean that we are paying for
the evening when I heard a knock things like WPPSS, those new ferat my door. It was my friend Joe ries ~hat don't work and I-90 cost
and he was in the old CWU .p arty overruns?"
mood.
"Yup."
"Hey man, lets grab some
"That's like having a tax on
brew," Joe said in high spirits, education,'' Joe said angrily.
"I've got some spare cash in my
"Not only that," I said cooly,
budget after planning for school "but that 10.1 percent cut will afand the ski season."
fect next year's college budget."
"But we have another tuition
"Got it all figured out, huh?" I
asked skeptically.
hike coming up in the fall! What
"Yup," Joe replied, "I won't be kind of madnesss is this?" Joe
able to buy any new gear this year, said, starting to get upset. "Just
but with the state grant money and where do they plan to make these
the other ·progams, I've got some cuts?"
"Well, for starters, they plan on
breathing room. I'd have to sell my
gear and bike to go to school other- taking back the funds that are left
wise."
in the state grant program," I
"Well, I'd start making those pointed ou1.. "That was the money
FOR SALE signs now if I were they promised when they raised
you,'' I replied.
tuition. They will also cut $2.4
"What do you mean?" asked million this year and $3.3 million
next year."
Joe.
"You heard about those 10.1 perJoe could only groan.
"That means over $1 million
cent cuts, didn't you?" I asked in
return.
from instruction which means
"Well, sorta," Joe said, about 40 profs will be looking for
somewhat hesitantly. "But I've work elsewhere. Another $880,000
been kinda busy with school and will be slashed from plant mangement and $211,000 from the library
all."
"Do you know what it will
"
"That kind of cut," Joe intermean?" I continued.
"Well, no," he replied, looking rupted, "would make the library
embarassed. "But it could'nt be cut back on hours, new books and
that bad. I mean we just bad a ·big periodicals.''
"Yup," I replied, "and you could
hike in tuition so I guess we have
some fat that we can trim.
'
kiss evening classes goodbye,
· ·-- ''Joe-; old ooy; 1bate to spoil it tor a!Oiig· willi tacUlty _ you," lsaid,_"but the colleges onl}' business seriJces. Everyone will
··
·- ·
- got-2 percent of-that money and on- · be-affected.
"That's · really gonna hurt this
ly for a grant program for tuition."
college. Maybe I ought to transfer
"What?" cried Joe.
"The rest of the money went into to someplacelflse," Joe said, with
a hint of resignation in his voice.
the state's general fund." I said.

researcfi-an<f ·

"That won't do any good," I explained. ''The cuts will affect all
colleges in Washington State, from
the U Dub to Wa-zoo."
"Now I'm really mad," Joe fumed. "What can I do?"
"Write your state legislator. We
have a state-wide campaign
going," I said.

"But I'm not sure who my
legislator is," Joe confessed.
"Go to the SUB Pit," I said.
"They have a bulletin board with
information. And the ASC office
will help you - they'll even mail
your letter for you. And spread the
word. We are the future of
Washington. This state can

generate all the business and tax
relief to help it out ·of its problems
but with out its young getting a
quality education, there won't be
any one to solve the future problems.
Lawarance W. Thompson
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Concerned students. trying to,
unite against budget cuts
By CAROLYN LEHMANN

The

Of the Campus Crier

group,

which

currently

sports 30 members, is headed by a

committee of four and is working
Gov. John Spellman's plan to

to acquaint the entire student body

education

of Central, as well as the surroun

higher

the

: reduce

: budget cuts from 10.1 percent to 4
: percent

i

shouldn't

t ri c k· t h e

students into a state o f complacen
says

, cy,

Larry

a

Thompson,

member of small group of concern
ed students fighting the cut.
ex

problem,. Thompson

The

plains, is not the governor himself,
but the entire republican party as
well.Even though Spellman's pro
plan,

posed economic recovery

which recommends a one-half per
increase in

cent

state

existing

taxes and a 10 percent surcharge
on

business,

may

appear

to

alleviate the budget cut problem,
the proposal can still be knocked
down in the legislature when it con
venes Nov. 9.

The solution, according to Jay
Hileman of the BOD, is for the
students of the campus to join
together in fighting the proposed
cuts.

Jay Hileman

Photo by Don Moe

As a BOD member, Hilemn Hileman's is working wi th his
four co--board members to form a "core" group of concerned

group of concerned students "to
basically do all the work," since
there are only five members on the
government
do it all alone."

Saving,colleges the top
priority for Washington
Federation of Teachers
By CAROLYN LEHMANN
Of the Campus Crier

The Washington Federation of
leges," according to Will Parry,
field organizer of the statewide
campaign.
In a meeting with CWU union
teachers Monday, Parry presented
his proposals for alleviating the
10.1 percent budget cuts.
Firmly believing that legislators
"respect numbers in any form,"

tax and more effective taxation on
airplanes and pleasure craft.

WFT.

and bonds, bank cer
tificates, and "paper property."
Likewise, Parry wants to see a
return to the business inventory

Teachers is out to "save our col

crippling results of the proposed

stocks

The WFT campaign to "save our
colleges" is just beginning, says
Parry, whose lecture at Central
Monday marked the beginning of a

any further financial setbacks.
Parry adds that he also favors a
tax on "intangible" wealth such as

·

1
·

The impact, according to a
report prepared by the CWU presi
dent's office, could include a lay
off of 40 instructors, more crowded
classes, and a possible tuition in
crease.
To prevent this , the BOD and

members of its core group are
planning a rally in the first part of
".'lov e m b e r

at

M cC o n n e l l

Auditorium to "get the word out to
as many students at one time," ac
cording to Thompson. Also, the
committee is sponsoring a letter
writing

campaign,

students

to

encouraging

write

The letters, according to Hileman,
the floor of the House at the upcom

"we can't

Students interested in par
ticipating in the core group should
contact Jay Hileman in the ASC of
fice at the SUB Information Booth.
"It's going to be a lot of hard
work,"

Hileman

says,

Monday - Saturday
9

Haircuts

-

7

p.m.

regularly $12
Now $10
962-2550

·3rd

�

&

Sampson

Parry outlined the WFTs plans in
an interview with the Crier prior to

SOPHOMOA
S J OR
ALL MA
JOR / UNI S/SENIORs

Letters to the legislature from

�

capital, and petitions top the list of
proposed activities.
In a similar campaign last spr

Parry hopes to see the figure sur
pass 20,000 names of both students
and faculty.
In addition,

the

Washington

State Labor Council, in conjunction
with the WFT, plans a rally in

Goose-down jackets & vests
for men and women

Olympia after the first of the year.
·

Parry hopes to see this rally top

more than 10,000 participants.
As for alternatives to Spellman's

proposals,

Parry

opts

for

a

graduated income tax as opposed
to an overall increase in taxes or
return of the food tax. His primary
concern, Parry explains, lies in
protecting the already overburden
ed lower and middle classes from

We gu
oron te
e Your
our PILO
seat in
T nd
FLIGHT
training
OFFICE
pr
Get into h rom RIGHT NowRr
t
s yk
Nov A ior
, tal k to the .
v
y
on
Come se .I . Officer.
e us m h
t e
placement
cent_ er To k
our ovi
e
.
oti
see if v on test and
,ou qua ify,
l

�
;

to stop the then proposed
budget cuts, WFT collected 10,000
names on its petition. This time,
ing

Mills Saddle 'n
Togs
4th & Main

962-2312

adding,

"It's already a lot of work ...but
it's worth it."

Ternpco

faculty and students, rallies at the

their

will be collected and dumped on

statewide effort to generate sup
port among the four small er
universities and 12 community col
leges holding membership in the

the Monday meeting.

to

legislators and protest the cuts.

ing special legislative session.

For this reason, Hileman and his
four fellow BOD members are
working to establish a "core"

student

' citezens

ding community, -of the impact of
the proposed cuts.

FLY NAVY.
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Financial aid money down from 1980-81
Twenty-three percent fewer
students will receive financial aid
at CWU this fall compared to last
year and tliose who were fwided
will get at lest 25 percent fewer
dollars than they expected.
The situation is not likely to improve next year because the
1982-83 funding level is expecting to
be even lower, Wliversity officials
report.
Central' s problem is the same as
that of students around the -country. Federal financial aid allocations for the current year have
been reduced and the possibility of
even less funding exists for next
year if planned federal cuts to the
education budgets are made.

To compowid the situation, a_pplications for financial aid among
Centr-al students are up. During
1980-81, a total of 2,658 applications
were received by the Financial Aid
Office. To date, the 1981-82 total is
3,994 and there will be more coming in between now and the end of
the academic year.
The most dramatic fwiding cuts
in federal allocations occured in
the National Direct Student Loan,
the Supplemental Educational OpportWlity Grant, and the Federal
Work Study Programs. For the
current academic year, CWU has
44 percent fewer federal dollars to
work with in the three programs
($533,435 in 1981-82 compared with

$993,010 in 1980-81).
The end result from all these
cuts means less money to
distribute among many more applicants who meet the eligibility
requirements.
The present Washington State
economic and financial situation
bas also had a negative effect on
student financial aid at each college and university. Loss of state
revenue, which previously contributed fwids for financial aid,
has resulted in reduced awards for
750 Central student recipients of
the 1980-81 state need grants.
The state is .in no financial position to meet the amount of the entire grant and this will result in

less money for many students to
meet college expenses. Severe
reductions in federal allocations,
combined with cutbacks in state
aid early in the academic year
have made it difficult for Wliversity financial aid personnel to pro-

vide sufficient aid packages ·.for
students.
It appears that in 1982-83, student
financial aid problems will be even
greater; as proposed federal and
state budget reductions cut into
state financial aid programs.

DAZZLING
PENDANT AND
EARRING SETS

.$
'

.

An extraordinary movie.

N.Y. DAILY NEWS:

NEWSWEEK:

"A powerful, terrifying, suspenseful,
mind·blowing movie. The result will
fry your hair." -Re• Rood, New York Daily News

"Feverish, farfetched, exhilarating
and downright scary. One happily
follows this movie to hell and back."
- David Anse,,, Newawealil

3, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
SUB Theater
Adtnission: $2

Thursday is Ladies Night
9 • 1:30 a.m.

_Enjoy Tequila Tuesday
Dining room

6:30 a.m - 1Op.m

TONIGHT
NEXT Week
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'Altered States' is, a bit altered
---i

By TAMI TH EDENS
Of the Campus Crier

"Altered States" is an intellectual horror movie.
Instead of appealing to surface emotion, it delves
deep into the mind. This film is frightening and if
pondering man's origin is one of your pastimes, this
will be a treat. Don't go just to watch; go to experience.
The film opens with a startling scene: a man immersed in a large tank full of warm water. The man
inside is Edward Jessup (portrayed by William
Hurt), a psychophysiology professor at Harvard.
He is in search of the primal being within himself,
which explains the experiments with the tank. Warm
water in the tank is supposed to resemble amniotic
fluid, the tank an attempt to recreate the womb, and
Jessup the fetus inside the womb. The purpose
behind the experiment is to simulate man's earliest
experiences.
Hurt as Jessup pulls off the role of a college professor well. He looks, talks, and acts intelligent and
when he goes a little off the deep end later in the
film, he pulls that off too.
Blair Brown plays Jessup's wife Emily who is
skeptical of his experiments and a little scared of
how far they are going. She is the epitome of a
"career woman." A successful anthropoligist, she
takes off whenever she feels like it to study in the
Middle East.
Jessup's experiment finally goes so far he is

genetically tranformed into an ape-man, goes to the
zoo and eats a sheep, and then returns to normal
again. The ape-man scenes are a little too much.
The film is totally credible up to this point, but
these scenes are not. They take away from the film.
Instead of concentrating on this phenomenon, you'll
be tempted to laugh, which is probably not what the
director had in mind.
After Jessup returns to his normal state, he wants
an X-ray taken to determine if any physical changes
are still present in his body. The scene of a doctor examining the X-ray ,is eerie, because the traces are
still there.
Throughout the film the story line of experimentation continues. In spots, "Altered States" resembles
"Apocalypse Now" with it's psychedelic
cinematography and confusion. Watching some of
these scenes Jessup experiences - will make you
wonder if the director was directing "under the influence."
Among the experiments and drug-induced glimpses, a love story grows. Jessup and his wife have
their good times and bad. This poor woman really
needs to get away from her husband from time to
time, and he resents it. She does stick by him,
though, and the end of the film deals with love above
anything else.
The climax of "Altered States" is a true peak of
drama. The film will exhaust and drain you. It's an
action-packed chilling two hours of sheer emotional
energy.

.Submerged

Stones rock Dome
By LEANNE LaBISSONIERE
Of the Campus Crier

Jeff Cox

CWU photo

Virtuoso work
featured in concert
What's more appropriate for the
Homecoming festivities at CWU
than a concert featuring a prizewinning composition written expressly about the feelings of coming home?
"CHominge," a virtuoso work
for violin, prepared four-track tape
and live electronics, was commissioned by CWU Music Prof. Jeff
Cox two years ago.
'Completed in January of this
year by composer Peter Dickson
Lopez, "CHominge" was recently
announced the winner of the
seventh annual International EastWest Artists and Composers Competition. Consequently, Cox and
Lopez will perform the piece in
New York City's Carnegie Recital
Hall next March.
The free October 29 performance
of "CHominge," will begin at 8
p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall on campus.
Though requested by and
dedicated to Cox, the poetic base of
"CHominge," which contains the

words "coming" and "home" with
the first letter of each word
capitalized at the beginning, was
developed by Lopez as a homecoming piece written in celebration of
his return home to San Francisco.
He wrote the work during his stay,
as composer in residence, at the
Berkshire Music Center.
"It's a strong piece that deals
with-the deeper emotions of goihg
home - the reflections and joy,"
Cox said.
Cox related that a couple of
years ago when he was considering
the idea of commissioning a piece
of music he met Gunther Schuller,
a famous composer, at a festival.
He asked Schuller what one should
say to a composer about the work
he wanted commissioned.
"As little as possible" was
Schuller's reply.
So Cox asked Lopez to create a
work that was "beautiful,
gorgeous with soaring violin
lines."
Cox is enthusiastic about the

What keeps the Rolling Stones
together?
That question occurred over and
over to me after I bought my
300-level ticket for the Oct. 14
show.
Lead singer and guitar player,
Mick Jagger; Ron Wood and Keith
Richards on guitars; Bill Wyman
on bass and Charlie - Watts on
drwns - they are the Stones and
their music is grass-roots rock and
roll.
The Wednesday night concert
was the most professional rock
concert I have ever seen; the 72,000
fans the most dedicated rockers.
The two warm-up groups, the
Greg Kihn Band and the J. Geils
Band, put on decent shows, but
they weren't what the audience
dashed to ticket offices for three
work, saying it is a "fascinating
experience."
At the Thursday evening concert
Cox will appear alone on stage
playing his violin. Lopez will be in
the audience with a synthesizer
that controls the violin sound.
Simultaneously, a pre-recorded
tape will be playing.
"You'll see me on stage playing
in a traditional manner, but the
sounds will be very clifferent," said
Cox. "Lopez can allow my sound to
be true violin, or he can change it
so you won't recognize it as being
made by a violin."
Cox teaches violin, viola and
Suzuki pedagogy at Central.
See VIRTUOSO, page eight

.weeks before the concert.
The J. Geils Band was led by the·
strong vocals of Peter Wolf, but the
real highlight was the outrageous
harmonica playing. The band
played exactly an hour, but the
mass of people on the floor nearby
stood nearly motionless, andticipating the Stones.
Darting from behind a curtain
imprinted with the famed Stones
tongue, Mick Jagger smiled at the
roaring audience and danced
toward the edge of the stage.
"Hello See-attle," he screeched.
From the first note of "Under
My Thumb," Jagger strutted,
danced and pirouetted across the
stage.
Designed to allow him to roam at
his own will, the 200-foot stage has
thrusts from each side. Purple

Jagger disappeared backstage
and climbed through an opening in
the upper part of the purple cloth.
.He climbed aboard a cherry picker
and the octopus-like machine car.ried him over the heads of a cheer'ing, clapping crowd.
The songs all had the jazz-based
rhythm that is so characteristic of
the Stones. The band had some
help from Ernie Watts, a talented
sax player, on "W.aiting for a
Friend." A former member of Rod
Stewart's band, Ian McLagen,
assisted on keyboards.
1

Fans of the original Rolling
Stones may have been disappointed for, as expected, most of

the songs they presented were
from their last three albwns.
But anyone who wanted to hear
good Stones music couldn't have
cloth with red and hot pink designs been disappointed hearing ''Miss
is stretched the full height of the You," "Shattered," "Beast of
stage hiding the massive sound Burden," or "She's So Cold."
system.
Jagger is as lean as a coyote, his
The Stones act wasn't much of an
puny muscles proti;uding through a act, it was basic rock and roll. The
tight ballet-like sweatsuit. He has Seattle crowd, whatever their
reportedly been jogging and his in- .ages, was ready, eager to greet the
creased fitness showed in the group they idolized.
tireless energy he expended.
Seattle media - was a media
The guitar playing of Richard bonanza the entire week before the
and ·Wood was superb, at times concert and the press box was jamalmost burying the vocals.
med both nights of the show.
The sound quality varied in the
The unfortunate death of a
Dome, the best sounds directly in 16-year-old Kent girl is a scar upon
front and· straight back from the already criticized r<>ck concerts.
stage.
All in all, though, the concert was
' Each song led into the next and well-managed to help prevent such
:necks craned and anns went onto tragedies.
,the spotlights as Mick worked his
The Rolling Stones.
·way from one side to the other.
Keith Richards said life is better
i Anytime he stopped on the stage, when they are together.
And 144,000 devotees in Seattle
!he turned graceful circles and
\kicked his legs.
.aren't about to disagree.
·
1
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The Hustler

PRE-SEASON SALE

Billiards expert Jock White shows off one
of his more famous tricks, the handkerchief
shot. White, a 42-yeor veteran of the game,
is the only pool player ever to hove been ask- ·
ed to perform at the White House (during the ·
lost eight presidencies, including Reagan's):
and before the Royal Family, but he still soys
college stude.nts ore his favorite audience.
"The kids ore so legit, so honest. Either they
like you or they don't - and they let you
know," he said. "That's why I like to do it I know I'm good." Central was but one of
more than 220 college stops for White. this
year. His noon and 3 p.m. shows in the SUB
Pit each drew close ·to 200 observers.

Oct. 21-31
on ski equipment and ski clothin
~

•skis
•boots
• bi·ndings
• coats
• warmups

VirtUOSO ~From~poge~seve~n~~~~~~~~
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Save our schools

~
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Recently approved as a sanctioned
teacher trainer by the Suzuki
As&>ciation of the Americas, he is
also a member of the Central Trio, .
a faculty chamber ensemble that
tours throughout Washington
state.

It was this early exposure to the
excitement of performing new
works that led Cox to commission
his own piece.

The Great Stereocraft
Tape & Record Sale!
To celebrate Moonlite Madness, Back-To-School and
a whole ~ost of other things, we are putting over
1, 000 tapes and records on sale!

List
s598
$698
s798
$898
$,998

Cox received his bachelor's and
master of music degrees from the
Eastman School of Music and his
Master of Musical Art degree from
the Yale School of Music. At both
schools he belonged to the Rymour
String Quartet, performing new
faculty and student compositions.

·sale
s42s
s4s9
s519
$649
s72s

"I have a doctoral recital at Yale
next year, and I felt it would be
more dynamic to play a newly
commissioned work rather than a
traditional piece." he said.

Since 1976, Lopez has been
writing intensively in the area of
chamber music, studying with a
number of different composers
from Joaquin Nin-Culmell to
Theodore Antoniou.
Lopez's music has been performed by the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players, The
Berkeley Comtemporary Chamber
Players and the Dutch Radio
Chamber Orchestra.
While Lopez was writing
he was supported in
part by ;a grant from the Lili
Boulanger Memorial Fund and by
a Chancellor's Post-doctoral
Fellowship from the University of
California at Berkeley.
"CHomin~e"

Cox's March performance at
Carnegie Recital Hall won't be his
first appearance there. In 1977, the
Rymour quartet won the Southern
Connecticut Young Artists Com-The October 29 Ellensburg con,, petition, and as a result presented cert is being funded by the CWU
its New York debut at Carnegie.
College of Letters, Arts and
Sciences, which is also underCox has also performed with the writing Cox and Lopez's concert
Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, tour to Linfield College, LeWis and
the White Mountains Chamber Or- Clark State College and the Corchestra and the Waterloo Festival nissh Institute of Allied Arts in
Seattle, _ October
27-29.
Orchestra.

"Did you ·know!"

Similar Savings on Double Albums!

Buy 3 and Get3 Freel
That's right! For every three BASF Studio C-90
cassettes you buy for $4.99 each, Stereocraft will give
you three more, 'FREE!

Valley School
of

CosmotolOgy
Haircuts $3.50

Saves

Money!

Blowdry $3.50

(1/a to ~ off .s tandard

--·

participating prices)

VISA

JEREDCRIFT •
408 N. PEARL, ELLENSBURG, WA
962-2830

Store Hours:
10:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Monday-Saturday

113 E. 4th
925-6138
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MR. ROBERTS
IN-N-OUT
7th & Main 925-3588
~----------------~
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With this coupon get
a fishwich sandwich·
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soft drink for only

1
1
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99c
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Good Oct. 22, 23, 24
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with a medium
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.963-1026

ELLENSBURG ANTHOLOGY, a
book of short stories and poems by

~
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Not too many people think play- which will begin Friday night, Oct.
ing the violin or cello is child's 23 and continue all day Saturday,
play, but 110 youngsters from Oct. 24.
across Washington state will prove
"it ain't so tough" this weekend at
Friday night will host special
the Se~ond Annual Suzuki Festival events such as movies and tapes of

Heidelberg.
&

Schlitz Malt

(say "Bull")

on tap

Gallons
&
Kegs

_to go
October 23, 24,--25
Regular Schlitz KegsBull your way-through college with a six-pak of Schlitz Stout
Malt Liquor. The great change-of-pace drink with a. taste that . l_
I,J,bun
has it all over beer. Perfect when you want something to go with iti.i-~tt
_special times: like after the party, before the party, and, of
1vnff1
course, during the party.
~
But whatever you do this semester, do it with
Schlitz Stout Malt Liquor. Because when it comes
to great taste, we've always made th~grade.

SCHUU HOUT MALT UOUOR.
DONTsAY BEER, SAY BULL!

local artists, is now on sale for $2 at
Four Winds Bookstore and Ace
Records, or at 404 W. Eighth Ave.
1
The collection is published yea~r
in conjunction with the Ellensbur
Festiyal of the Arts. For more .
.formation, call 925-6760.
·

"Special Only $30 ·
·Mt.

Bull~Poster _

Nights-

with purchase
of 2 gallons or more

:
·
'
'
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BILL EVANS DANCE COMPANY
will be in town Oct. 26 to perform ih
the Tower Theatre of McConnell
Hall at 8 p.m. Admission is $3. For
information about master classes,
contact Lana Jo Sharpe weekdays
at 963-1051. Tickets may be purchased at Shapiro's and at the SUB
information booth.

PIANIST PANA YIS L YRAS,
silver medalist in the 1981 Van
Cliburn Competition, will be
featured in the Central Series Nov.
4. The 8 p.m. concert is in Hert
Recital Hall. Admission is $2.50 fo
adults, $1.50 for CWU students
$1 for high school and yotinger.

Suzuki makes cello,- violin child's play
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THE NUTCRACKER BALLET
will be presented by the American
,Festival Ballet Company at 8 p.m.
Nov. 29 in McConnell Hall. Tickets
for the production, jointly sponsored by First Interstate Bank and
- th~ Ellensburg Youth Ballet, are
availabl~ at Berry's, Shapiro's,
Stereocraft and the SUB information booth. Admission is $6.

:THE CAPITOL THEATRE IN JAZZ FLUTIST TIM WEISBERG
YAKIMA will be host to "Mum- will headline the homecoming conmenschanz," an internationally cert Oct. 31 at 8 p.m. in McConnell
acclaimed mime and mask show, Auditorium. Tickets cost $7 each
on Oct. 27. Tickets for the 8 p.m. and are available at the SUB infor·performance are priced at $10, mation booth and Stereocraft in
!$9.25 and $7.75. Reservatio~ may Ellensburg.
be made by phoning the box office
at (509)57:H>264, 11 a.m.-4 p.m., JEFF COX, CWU music professor,
Mon.-Fri.
will present a free recital in Herti
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Oct. 29 .
THEY'RE OFF AND RUNNING
at Yakima Meadows in Yakima,
weekends through Nov. 29

I

.

9

(

KRISTI TEWS will speak about an
all-women's climb of Mt. Annapurna in a free presentation at noon in
1 the SUB Pit area Oct. 28.
,; ·
"A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S
DREAM" ends its run at the
Warehouse Theatre in Yakima
Saturday. For information, call the
box office at (509)966-0930.

! '

r.
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the Suzuki method, and films for
the children who have registered to
participate in the classes and
group lessons which will be given
all day Saturday.
At 8 a.m. on Saturday, the
children who have registered will
pick up their packets and begin the
day of musical development. The
ages of the children range from 5 to
l7, according to Jeff Cox, assistant
professor of music and coordinator
of the event.
Classes will start at 9 ~d 10
Saturday morning and at 1 and 2 in
the afternoon. Everyone is
welcome to come and observe the
classes and the children while they
ate learnirig.
·
A concert will start in the Sub
Ballroom at 4 p.m. featuring cellos
and violins: "This is also 'totally
free' for observers," Cox said.
"Two additional features are in
store for the children," he said. At
10 a.m., a puppet show will be produced by the CWU Drama department, headed by Jim Hawkins,
associate professor of drama and
director of children's theatre. A 2
p.m. production in Hebler _,_
auditorium by the Ellensburg
Youth Ballet will also be part of the
day's events.
The festival is named for
Shinichi Suzuki, a Japanese musician who developed the Suzuki
method of , teaching music t o
children when they are young.
According to a report written by
Suzuki, two principals a~e important in musical education. The first
concerns developing an ear for
music. In the past it was believed
that an ear for music was innate
(born with you). Suzuki professes
that "an ear for music is a huma 1
aptitude which can only be
developed by listening, and the
sooner this is begun the more effe,..
tive it will be."
The second principle in music
education is the need for attainir
thorough mastery. ''From the ver
beginning, every step must by a .
means be thoroughly mastered.
Suzuki wrote.
Emphasis is laid on increasin.,,
the ability to play pieces already
learned, while new pieces are add
ed, thus increasing little by- little
the performing skill.
''The significance of the Suzuki
method is that it is taught by 'rote'
(repetition from memory of forms
or phrases often without attention
to meaning) and not by music,"
Cox said.
"The children will concentrate
on form and tone rather than a
piece of music," he added.

i
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"Radio

Rap· .\~~~~

By JIM RILEY
KCAT Station Monager

KCAT would like to hear from
you, our listeners. We would like
you to tell us\ your. opinions on the
following three questions:
1) What kind of programmin~
would\you like to hear on KCAT'
that we currently do not have?
2) What times of. the day. do;ru11
listen to the radio? -- 3) Which of our regular weekly
shows do you like the best - Virgin
Vinyl, Jazz Shbw or Rock and Roll
Never Forgets?
Write down your answers and
mail them to KCAT in the SUB
Lair. We will carefully consider

your responses in an effort to improve our programming.
Other news from the world of
rockmusicIn Los Angeles recently, the birthday of the late John Lennon was
commerated with the unveiling of
a statue of the former Beatle.
Mayor Tom Bradley received the
sculpture made by Brett
Livingstone-Strong as a gift to the
city.
The Lennon statue will be on .
display free of charge at the L.A.
City Hall for the next five years.
Lennon's birthday was also
remembered at the Museum of
Rock Art where a gallery was being dedicated of Lennon, shot to

Orchesis provides
dance experience
By TAMI TH EDENS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

EDGE OF S~VENTEEN, Stevie Nicks
IN THE DARK, Billy Squire
HEAVY METAL, Sammy Hagar
JUKE BOX HERE, Foreigner
THE ADULTRESS, Pretenders
NIGHT FADES AWAY, Nils Lofgren
HARDEN MY HEART, Quarter Flash
ABACAB, Genesis
SWORDS AND TEQUILA, Riot -

IOIDAY llGHT FOOTBALL 01 THE BIG SCREEN
85•.aeers

99°-Kamakazi

TEQUILA TUESDAY··Doubles all night long

-II AiiiLiNE'S

Gl111 of house wine or after dinner drink iROl1dttl witlt eaok

Restaurant U Lounee

~~315 ~·Main

962-9982.

Also dine i.. Adeline's Attique-11 :OD a.m.-2:00 a.m.

-Support United Way -

We've brought the '1ocean to Ellensburg 11

Dance auditions within the Orchesis group will be Oct. 27. "Not
everyone will be involved in the •
Dressed in an array of pink jazz show. Anyone can join the
tights, black leotards, and fuzzy group, but placement in specific
leg warmers, dancers stretch and dances will be by audition," '
exercise, anticipating another Sharpe said. _
work-out. This scene might
Orchesis also has a spring dance 1 •
describe a typical Tuesday or who scheduled for May 13-16 in the '
Thursday afternoon in the life of an Tower Theater of McConnell. All •
Orchesis dancer.
dances will be \ new and '
Orchesis is a modern dance per- choreographed by students.
•
forming group which rehearses
This is Sharpe's fifteenth year as '
twice weekly. The group is labled director of the group. "I see my •
"varsity dance." Being a member role as helping them develop their '
of Orchesis involves as much work creative abilities. Working with
as turning out for football or Orchesis is a real challenge to me '
basketball. Fall quarter looks good because it's always changing and
for the Central group and they are growing, but I find it one of the
planning at least two shows.
most rewarding things in my life," '
she said.
•
Lana Jo Sharpe, Associate Professor of Dance and director of Orchesis, said there are quite a few
new members in the group. Fall
quarter enrollment is usually
higher because many join, find out
what it's like, and maybe decide
it's not for them. Winter and spring
don't usually have the large
numbers.
Of the Campus Crier

death last December in New York City. He would have been 41 years
old Oct. 9.
The week's 10 most frequently ,
played songs compiled by Music
Director Keith Evans from the
playlists and request lines at
KCATFM91:

4

~VOt/J

~·~ . /~-

.

~

Come in and see our wide

selection of seafood I·
Deli meats and cheeses, '.roast
beef, corned beef, \turkey,
summer sausage, pastrami, ham,
' and more.

200 W. Main
925 - 5229

Plus assorted seafood condiments.

Open Monday - Saturday'

10

Congratulations·Meg Chadwick

There are about 30 dancers in tht
group this quarter who have never
danced in brchesis before, including three men. Sharpe said she
see men becoming
is delighted
interested in.the group. "There are
tremendous 'opportunities for men
to become involved in Orchesis/'
she said.

to

The main purpose of the group is
to provide performing and creative
opportunities:for students. The experience level of the dancers
varies, but all choreography is
done by the students.
In the area of dance, everythinf
is done as a group and it's much
harder to orgapize and get things
done. But with a group there comes
support and a team atmosphere
which makes dancing truly a
"group effort."
Orchesis is focused more on personal fulfillment of the students
than a professional starting block.
Anyone can join the group fall or
winter quarter. Since there is no
academic dance program at Central, most students interested in a
professional dance career will go
to another school to pursue it. But
that's not to say talented dancers
aren't in Orchesis.
The dancers are planning to do a
jazz show with Professor John
Moawad and the Jazz Band I Feb.
10 and 11 in McConnell Auditorium.
Originating last year, this jazz
show including both groups was so
well received it might become an
annual event.

Winner of the Name The Cat Contest
Meg wins a $50 gift certificate from The University Store for her
winning entry, "Wellington." Now that's a name suitable for
feline royalty!
And, when told of his new
handle, Wellington simply beamed (he was
scared to death that his new name would be a
real drag). So, "Wellington" it is. We thank
the hundreds and hundreds of people like Meg
who took the time to help us name Wellington
by entering the Name The Cat Contest.
A
special ~hanks to Monte Hartshorn, the second
place wi-nner and to Tracy Horton who placed
third. We hope that you will accept Wellington

as the true University Store Wildcat Mascot that he is. It is our
sincere hope that through him we can make The University Store
a fun, as well as practical place for you to shop.
Come in and shake Wellington's hand, 'er paw,
you'll probably find him milling around the
candy. bar stand ....

Wellington??
..
1
Nowhe llbe

'.drd to live withl

Sp_o r•s
4th win

Osborn hits H·andl!!Y for 2,
'Cats squeak out victory
Wildcat Coach Tom Parry has a
few more gray hairs after the way
his football team came from
behind to defeat Western Oregon
State College, 15-14, last weekend.
After trailing most of the second
half, Greg Kessel hit paydirt on a .
tw<ryard run with only 2:32 remaining in the contest to pull the
Cats within one point at 14-13.
Deciding to go for the win, quarterback Marty Osborn his tight end
Rod Handley in the end zone for the
tw<rpoint conversion that gave
CWU its fourth win in five outings,
the best start for a Central team in
the last eight years.
CWU hits the road again this
Saturday as they travel to
Klamath Falls, Ore., to take on
Oregon Tech. The victor will stand
alone -atop the Evergreen Conference with a 2-0 mark. The
Oregon team walloped Western
Washington last weekend, 38-16, in
the only other conference game.
, Oregon Tech, which shared the
league title last year with Western
Oregon and Eastern Oregon, is a
big, physical football team, accor-

Hi Melinda
Defensive tackle Tim DeGross applies pressure to Western Oregon quarterback Russ Henry in
Centrol's thrilling lost-minute 15-14 win over the Wolv.es, The victory upped the Wildcats'
record to 4-1, their best start since 1973. The 'Cots ore bock on the rood again to meet Oregon
Tech. this Saturday, with the winner holding undisputed first place in the Evergre:n Conference.

PMC , -KXLE join to
select player-of-game
Property Management Consultants (PMC), a Seattle-based
firm, has joined with Ellensburg
radio station KXLE to select a
player-of-the-game for each of
. Central's final five football games.
PMC will donate $100 to the CWU
Foundation in the name of the
player selected the outstanding
player of the game, PMC board
chairman Bea Hards announced.
Hards is the mother of KXLE

sports director Bob (Buffalo Bob)
HardS, who handles the play-byplay for the Wildcat broadcasts.
Kevin Wickenhagen, a senior
running back from Cowiche, and
Maurice Hanks, a freshman defensive tackle from Tacoma's Mt.
Tahoma High School, were
selected co'-recepients in last
week's 15-14 win over Western
Oregon.

ding to Parry. -"On defense, they threw an interception on Oregon's
are big and aggressive and on of- 17-yard line. Osborn was infense, they are massive."
tercepted again on Central's next
For a while it didn't look like the possession and it looked like the
Wildcats were going to pull out the Wildcat's would suffer their second
win last weekend.
straight defeat.
After battling to a scoreless f~st
Such was. not to be. Starting on
quarter, Western drew first blood Oregon's 40 yard line, following a
with 4:58 remaining in the half 28-yard Wolves punt and a 5-yard
when quarterback Russ Henry CWU penalty. Ted Huber got the
scored on a 16-yard option.
drive going with a 23-yard run to
CWU came back eight plays the Wolves 17 and Osborn kept
later when Kevin Wickenhagen things alive with a 6-yard run on a
found the end zone from 12-yards third down and 7 play at Oregon's
out on a draw with only 2:31 to go 14-yard line. Three plays later
before halftime. Central's drive Kessel scored to set up the 'Cats
was kept alive on an Osborn to winning conversion.
Mike Grant pass play that covered
~e coach Scott Ricardo was. ex46 yards and put the Wildcats on tremely pleased with the play of
Oregon's 25-yard line.
·Central's offensive line; especially
Western regained the lead mid- center Jeff Zenisek, who. was pickway through the third quarter ed as the "Wildcat of the Week."
when Henry completed a three
Wickenhagen topped Central's
yard pass to Mike Vinson to make .-ushing with 60 yards on 11 carries,
the score 14-7. Vinson's TD capped while in the passing department
an 83-yard scoring drive which Osborn was 10 for 21 and 123 yards.
chewed up over four minutes off He was intercepted twice.
the clock.
X-tra points: Central last
CWU blew a chance to score ear- defeated Western Oregon 12-6 in
ly in the fourth period when Osborn Monmouth in 1938, but has lost five
straight there since renewing the
rivalry in 1971 . . . Central is 4-0
~way from home this fall and this
Saturday's game is their final road
game of the season ... Defensive
lineman Dennis Edwards suffered
a slight concussion early in the
midfield support was part of it. We game and sat out all but the first
had too much dribbling and bad defensive series against Western ..
passing.''
. Running back C.D"' Hoiness ·missEvergreen hinted that it might ed Saturday's game with a knee inprotest the game because a cer- jury and it is not known when he
will return to the lineup.
'tified referee was not used.

Parrish 'hat-trick'
downs Evergreen

Mike Parrish accounted for all of
CWU's scoring in a 3-0 soccer vie&
tory Saturday over Evergreen
State College. Sunday, the
Wildcats improved their record to
3-3-1 taking a forfeit over
Spokane's Fort Wright College.
Central hosts Washington State
University Sunday at 1 p.m. in a
game Hutavatchra said should be
an exciting contest.
Parrish scored his first goal at
Offensive center Jeff Zenisek is
the seven-minute mark of the initial half, off a missed shot by a Central's Wildcat-of-the-Week.
Zenisek's blocking was a major
teammate.
"After that goal, the rest of the factor in Central's 15-14 victory
first half was kind of a sloppy over Western Oregon last Saturday
game,'' Coach Chuck Hutavatchra · in Monmouth. The victory was the
said. "We had chances to score but Wildcats' first over· the Wolves
we just couldn't put the ball into since 1974 and their first in Monthe back of the net. Our lack of mouth since 1938.

Zenisek ·named ·
tOp Wildcat

Ellensburg Recreation Department

: "This was the best game our line

!has played all year," offensive line
. coach Scott Ricardo said. ''Jeff did
·a great job all afternoon against
their All-Conference (and AllAmerican) nose guard (Hubert
Phillips).''
"He (Zenisek) just completely
dominated Phillips," CWU head
coach Tom Parry added.
Zenisek played high school football in Wyoming before enrolling
at Wenatchee Valley College. He is
in his second year at Central after
transferring from WVC.

·Announces ·Basketball League Registration ·
l)Men's Fast Break : Basketball
Team fee-$275
2)Men's Slowbreak Basketball ·
Ages 29 & older Team fe_
e-$130
3)/Women's Basketball

Ages 16 & older

All rosters and fees due by 5 p.m. Oct 30 at 306 S Pine
For more information call 962-9863 Ext: 241

1Jeff Zenisek

"
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'Low budget' soccer clubs can stili
·handle the 'Big name teams'
SPECIAL EVENTS
Qut then again, so's our pizza.

Rounbinble.,I i

I .·- Monday Night
Football

._ PizzaRestaurants '1J 2. 2-Blt Tuesday
1

3. Movies-Tue. Wed. Thur. 10 _p.m.
4. T.G._l.F. 2:30 • 4:30 p.m. Friday

"MOOSE. IS LOOSE"
Dellverie$ Daily from· 5 p.m.
80 I Euclid Way 925-1111

By TED ZURCHER

ficulties, Hutavatchra can't do any .
recruiting. Currently, Central's ,
1
Everyone seems to be on a low soccer teams are playing in the ·
budget lately, and Central's soccer' Northwest Intercollegiate League,
clubs are no exception. CWU's soc- which · is made up entirely of
cer program is not funded by the schools with varsity soccer pro- ·
school. like the varsity program8 grams. These teams can recruit
are. "We ·just don't have any players and offer scholarships,
money to make soccer a varsity and, according to Hutavatchra this ·
program,'' explained Bob Guptill, puts Central at a big disadvantage.
Despite these woes, CWU has
CWU sports information director.
Both Central's men's and fielded some strong squads in the
women's teams are coached by a
graduate student, Chuck Hutavatchra. Hutavatchra doesn't get paid
for coaching the teams; he ju5t en,joys teaching and coaching soccer.
By G. scon SPRUILL
Because the school does not fund
Of the Campus Crier
the teams, the players must pay
for all expenses themselves.
The Central Washington men's
"There are lot of good soccer
players on campus." conunented cross country squad traveled to
Hutavatchra, "But most of them Spokane's Finch Arboretum and
not only found a tough course, but
can't afford to play."
Besides losing a lot of good tough competition as well. Clear,
players because of financial dif- mild skies bathed the hilly five. Of the Campus Crier

past. Last year the men•s squad
finished with an excellent· 11-3 ·
league record. In 1979, the
Wildcats captured the ·league _title ·
with an outstanding 14-0 record.
The women's team finished with
very respectable records _also.
"Hopefully, .in the future, we'll
be able to add soccer to the list of
varsity sports here at Central,"
Guptill said.

Runners cruise in Spokane.-

a

mile .course, as Central placed
fourth in a tightly contested
Eastern Washington Invitational
last Saturday.
North Idaho, Central and
Eastern Oregon placed three, four ·
and five, just three points apart.
Spokane Community College
fought it out with Idaho for the
team title, the hometown team
prevailing, 75-80. South African
Christy David, competing for
North Idaho, won the individual ·
race in 25: 16.
Ted Mittelstaedt escorted the
Wildcats through the dew-laden
tree garden, placing eighth in 26:14. Junior Paul Harshman
finished close behind, running
26:42in14th. Third man across for
Central was Kent Hernandez who
covered the roller coaster in 27: 05,
good for 19th. Two newcomers·
rounded out the scoring team in
30th and 31st place. Juniors Steve
Denesen and Scott Spruill ran 27: 28
and 27: 30 respectively.
"It was a tough course, we were
a little tired from this week's training, we didn't have intensity,"
recalled Coach Spike Arlt. "We've
got most of the team just coming
off the flu and a couple with healing injuries." Sixth man, Chuck
Purnell, suffered an arm injury
when slipping into a bridge railing
along the course. Purnell finished
38th in 27: 55. Bob Schippers,
recovering from an ankle sprain,
ran seventh for Central, finishing
44th overall with a 28:11 effort.
"We need a tighter grouping of
our top five to be competitive next
week," explained Arlt. Arlt's concern reflects Saturday's match-up
out at the Elk's Club golf course in
the annual CWU Invitational. The
meet has a preview emphasis on
district (Nov. 9) with Simon
Fraser and Western Washington
expected to battle Central along ·
with District 2 power, Eastern
Oregon.

'Cat spikers
drop
Western

This offer
expir~s

·Nov.

14, °1'981
-·

CWU's volleyball squad traveled
to Big Bend Conununity College
Monday evening and easily
defeated the Vikings in straight
games 15-13, 15-12and15-6.
The Wildcats take on league
power Western . Washington
University in a crucial match tommorrow at 6 p.m. in Nicholson
Pavilion. Western is looking to
avenge the loss Central-· handed
them earlier in the season..
The non-league victory of Big
. Bend was used as warm-up match
for the Wildacts· ill. preparation of
. their meeting with Westem.
Last . weekend Central participated
the Columbia Basin
tournament, in which they emerged victorious finishing the tourney
with a 6-1 record, tops for the two
days.

m
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Zurcher
shares

Crier Arts and Entertahllnent Editor. Young,
a Kittitas HighSchool product, will try and add
a woman's touch as she takes over the guest
guesser's spot, which incidentally bas the best

Tom Tomasek and Ted Zurcher
survived all the upsets in the NFL
last
weekend
and
found
themselves tied for the lead after

record

three weeks of the Crier's pigskin
picks.

38-%%.

Your Picks

College

CWU at Oregon Tech

Zurcher, who went 13-7 last week
and improved

Pigskin picks

This week's guest guesser is Melissa Young,

lead

1981 -13

an
Ml.
wsu

WashingtonState at Arizona

36-24, missed only on the UCLA
W a s h i n g t o n game, a n d t h e

. Washington at TeuaTech

Michl an

Michigan

wsu

wsu

uw

'TeuaatSMU

..

cwu

cwu

. Northwestern at Michigan

his overall record to

Matt McGillen

Alan Anderson

Ml

an

uw

uw
Te:us

UCLA

UCLA

Maryland-Wake Forest game in
the college ranks, while Tomasek

'. , California at UCLA

missed on the WSU, Tulane-Air

--'ArizonaSt. atStanferd

ArizonaSt.

ArizonaSt.

USC at· Notre Dame

USC

USC

Harvlird

Harvard

F orce a n d M i c h i g a n S t a t e 
Wisconsin games. I n the pros,

Princeton at Harvard

, San JoseSt.

at utallSt.

neither picked Seattle, Buffalo,

(Pros

Philadelphia or Pittsburgh to lose,

: Seattle at New York Jets

while

. Minnesota atS
. t. Louis

Zurcher

was

the

only

forecaster to pick New England to

: Green Bay at Detroit

upset Houston.

. Kansas City at Oakland

New Yort Jets

New York Glaats at Atlanta
Baltimore at Cleveland

New York Jets

Minnesota

Detroit

Detroit

Detroit

Detroit

Oakland

Kansas City

Kansas City

Oakland

eles

t-

1 ·

i New England

New York Jets '

•

Minnesota

Los Angeles
Dallas

Dallas

' New England

New England

Atlanta

Atlanta

Cleveland

Cleveland

Cleveland

Cleveland

Houston

Pittsburg

Houston

Pittsburg

Season's Record
.

Seattle

San JoseSt.

Minnesota

·last Week's Record

to foresee the N.Y. Jets romp over
Buffalo.

San JoseSt.

St. Louis

Los

- Houston at Pittsburg

week, could only manage a 10-10
record. McGillen was the only one

USC
Princeton

·

New York Jets

New England at Washington

winners and McGillen, who was

ArizonaSt.

Minnesota

Miami

tied for a share of the lead last

-

Texas

Ne1' York Jets

Miami at Dallas

place, with Anderson picking 11

Crier Sports Editor Joe Perdue

San JoseSt.

: ·Los Angeles at san Francisco - ·

Matt McGillen and Alan Ander
son dropped into a tie for third

moved to within a game of getting

UCLA

UCLA

Melissa Young

wsu

Teus

uw

Te:ua

!Joe Perdue '

CWti

13-7

11-9

10-10

36-24

34-26

34-26

Athinta
.

•

Cleveland
Pittsburg

14-6

33-27

13-7
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out of last place, as he had the best

·

·

,' /

5

record of everyone last week, hit
ting on 14 of 20 games. He was the
lone person to pick Cincinnati over
Pittsburgh and the N.Y. Giants
over the Seahawks.
Guest guesser Mike Dunbar pull
ed through with a 13-7 mark and

raised the guest guesser's mark to
38-22 overall. Dunbar apparently
didn't have faith in Philadelphia
going undefeated as he picked Min
nesota to win, which they did easi
ly.

Harriers
shine in

i

PLU invite
By

e

�

e

TOM TOMASEK

e
=

Of the Campus Crier
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Calling it their best team effort
of the year, CWU women's cross

5

I

country Coach Jan Boyungs prais
ed the Wildcats for their fourth
place finish in the PLU invitational
last week at Fort Steilacoom park.

=

I

Central will host it's own invita
this week - and Boyungs
predicts a very exciting race
featuring runners Lauri Shansby
tional

�

e
e

and Dottie Meyer from Seattle
Pacific University, and Patsy

=

e

�

Sharples from Idaho.
"These runners will be com

5
g
5

peting for the top spot but anything
can happen in this race. All the
teams will be using this race for a

training ground for regionals and
will be giving it their. best effort,"
said Boyungs.
Boyungs encourages spectators
to watch the race, which will be

I
e

5==
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held at the Elks golf course at 11
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Covering Fort Steilacoom's 5,000
meter course in 18:i15, Carol
Christensen gave Central its

Wednesday, October 28

12:00 noon
7:30 p.m.

highest individual finish Of the
Thursday, October 29
season, capturing 11th place.
-8:00 p .m .
Bon Are and Pep Rally; Vacant lot behind Student VIiiage.
• heS
C er.A
• al a1sO got Strong flll1S
3
. :00, 7:00, 9:30 1be Rocky Horror Picture Show; S<JB Theater; Cost: $2.00 eedl.
.·
. --=\
from Laura Myers (21), Kitty
- - _
Teller (23j;-anaJenWats0rf{27). - : . F 1
- -·
---·-r day, 0ctober 30
.Boyungs
Was especially.pl�. :
i
•
. 9!00 p.m.
Cailno Night and Halloilleen Dmtce·wltl\ c01tilmea; ·soe Ballrooma
· ;
- - · ·
and feels She is '�really · 5_=
--- - with-Myers
·
COst: $3,!So·per petson;·or *5.00 pen:cnape
.

---- -

·

COmtng On strODg ' "
Macy Dailey and Colleen Burke
also ran for the Wildcats with Daily finishing

48th and Burke 54th.

!·

$=
i
jl

Saturday, October 31

8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

Annapurna !Wllnl·Talk; SUB Pit; no co.st.
Annapurna Climb Slide Presentation; SUB Theater; free admission

l't.o·Host Bir: S<JB Rooms 204·205
No·Host Counter Cocktells; S<JB Ballroom Lobby

Sponsored by: Alcohol .-.wareness Committee * Alumnl .-.ssociatlon *

9:30 a.m.
1 I :30 - I 2:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

-

--Ha;iu�e
4:45 p.m.
5!30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Run Registration; Morgan Middle School, north parking lot.

Homecoming .IOK Fun Run (6.2 miles);
Begins at 1st and Pearl, downtown Ellensburg
Cost: $1.50 per runner; $6.00 per runner with T-shirt.

'

Homecoming Parade
l"lo·Host Lunch; Holmes Dining Hall; Cost: $3.50 per person,
Homecoming Football Game - CWU vs. Eastern Oregon State College;
Tomlinson Field; Cost: • t.OO per student: $2.50 per adult.

;;

-;.��-��
��-��x;r�v�eanza
No-Host Bar; SUB Fountain Room
lfomecomirig Banquet; SUB'Foiint
' aiil Room; -cost:· S'7 .00' per 'person'.
FOR'RESERVATIOl"IS CALt.963·2752 by-Monday;-Octot>er26
Homecoming ASC COl>cl'rt( McConnell

rim weisburg

s1 per person

Associated Students of Central * ...thlelics * Center for Womt:n's Studies ..

• Leisure Services Department Alumni Association • Residence Hall Council * University Recre�tlon

e
E
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�
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SPECIAL NOTE: All Tickets and pre·race registration available at S<JB Information Booth (except football tickets).
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Ellensburg Recreation Department
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- Compiled by Kari ·Montgomery
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SCANDINAVIAN SEMINAR is
now accepting applications for the
1982-83 academic year abroad in
Denmark, Finland, Norway, or
Sweden. The fee, covering tuition,
room, board, and all course-connected travels in Scandinavia, is
$5900. Interest-free loans are
granted on the basis of need, as are
a few partial scholarships. ·For
further ·information, write: Scandinavian Seminar, 100 East 85th
St., New York, NY 10028.

INTERNATIONAL
CLUB
MEETING on Fri., Oct. 23, at 6:30
p.m. in SUB 103.

Thursday, October 22, 1981

KITI1TAS COUNTY HEALTH
DEPARTMENT offers many services, such as yearly exams, birth
control, can.cer screening,
pregnancy testing, counseling and
VD testing and treatment. For
more information, phone 925-1465.

ELLENSBURG DAY CARE
CENTER is having a benefit at
The Ranch Tavern, Oct. 25, at 7
p.m.
Performers will be
Greasewood, Lucky Pierre, Moondance and Opus. There will be a $2
cover charge.

BUSINF.SS STUDENTS belonging to the American Marketing
Organization are eligible for a tuition scholarship. Interested persons should come to the SUB 204 on
Thurs., Oct. 29 at 8 p.m., or call
Alan at 925-1335.

HITCHCOCK DANCE on Fri.,
Oct. 23, will host a live band. The
Mood will play in the SUB theater
from 9 p.m. until whenever. Admission will cost $2 with a
Bi-Mart card and $3 without.
Costumes are optional, but a $10
gift certificate from Bi - Mart will
be awarded for the best costume.

FLYING CLUB meeting will be
Tues., Oct. 27, at 4 p.m. in the
Kachess Room of the SUB. It will
cover elections of officers and important comments and ideas about
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION leasing a complex aircraft. The
POSITIONS are available for meeting is open to anyone inwinter quarter. All positions are terested in flying.
paid. Ocean Beauty Sea Foods, accounting nµijors; Alpental, acAN OPEN HOUSE will be held at
counting majors; L. Brent Van Hebeler children's school, Oct. 22,
Reener, CPA, accounting majors; from 6-8:30 p.m. Sponsored by
American Sign & Indicator Co., the Hebeler Parent Action Council,
English, graphic arts, computer adult and children Hollofil II vests
science and electrical tech. ma- will be on sale, from $17-$22. Sale
jors; Wenatchee. World, jour- will continue Oct. 26-30, from
nalism majors; and Superior Court 12-1 p.m., in room 200.
of Washington State, law and
justice, and sociology majors. The
INTERNATIONAL
FOLK
last two are for both winter and DANCE CLUB meets Tuesdays at
spring quarters. For further infor- the First Baptist Church, 4th and
mation, contact the .Cooperative Sprague. Dance inStruction will be
Eduction/Internship Office; 307 from 7-8 p.m., with advanced
Barge Hall, 963-2404. ·
dance from 8-10 p.m.

ELMVIEW YARDSALE, Nov. 7,
will offer such items as furniture,
·clothes, silverware and other
housewares. Proceeds to benefit
Elmview.
THE JUNIOR. YEAR IN NEW
YORK PROGRAM is now accepting applications. Students interested must complete an application form, .including a statement of
individual goals, have two letters
of recommendation from ap- .
propriate faculty of the student's
home campus, as well as official
college transcripts. :Inquiries and
applications should be mailed to:
Junior Year in New York, Box
1347, Hunter College, City University of New York, 695 Park Avenue,
·New York, NY 10021. Or phone:
(212) 570-5854.

AN EVENl.NG WITH

CWU INTERNATIONAL CLUB
is presenting a Chinese film, "The
Coldest Winter in Peking", Sat., .
Oct. 24, in the 2nd floor lounge of
Kamola at 7:30 p.m., and Tues.,
Oct. Tl, in room in Randall 118 at 7
p.m. Admission is free.

Fri. and Sat., Oct .. 23.:_24. For a $1
donation you can attend a dinner
held at the Center for Campus
Ministry on Thurs.; Oct. 29, 5:30-7
p.m. For more information phone
925-3196 or 925-5744.

ALL STUDENTS WORKING ON
THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS are
health ma1ors and ~ors are ask- required to get a clearance form
ed to attend a meetmg Wed., Oct., . for their employment each fall.
28, in the lounge of the Health Bldg. Clearance forms can be obtained
at 5 p.m.
from the Student Employment Office,
Barge Hall 205, from 8 a.m.A FASHION SHOW IN THE SUB
PIT, featuring app~rel from tw<> noon 1-5 p.m. daily. Students
local clothing stores, The In-Seam working in more than one departand The Bottom Line will run fro~ ment must have a clearance form
, for each job. Students who fail to
12-1 Oct., 29.
·.
get a clearance form prior to the
COLLEGE HUNGER NET: payroll period, will have their
WORK is sponsoring a month of checks held up. If you have ques-:
programs on peace entitled, Bless- tions please contact your departed are the Peacemakers. They will ment supervisor or the Student
host a statewide chapter retreat Employment Office, 963-3008.

HEAL~ CLUB ~ETIN~. All

Fall libr·a ry
Monday Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Thursday

hour~

7:SO a.m. - l 0 p.m.
7 :50 a.m. - 5 p.m.
9 a.m: - 5 p.m.
1 p.m. -

10 p.m. ·

EXCEPTIONS:
Nov. 11 Closed
Nov. 25 Close at 5 p.m.
Nov. 26 Closed

"' Nov. 27 Closed
Dec. 25 Closed
Dec .. 26 Closed

TIM WEISBERG
Saturday, October 3.1 8 p.m.

McConnell Auditorium

With .special guest to be announced

Tickets available at:

SUB information booth

:stereocraft
in
Ellensburg. /
..
.

A.S.C. Productions & Homecoming

l~,~I
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Soloman a product of 'Happy Days' era
Photo by Don Moe

and appllesthemselveswill get a ·other Washington state schools.
By LEANNE LoBISSONIERE
"Let's be realistic, we're not govery good eduation," he said.
Of the Campus Crier .
"We have our strengths and we ing to be the Harvard of the Pacific
have our weaknesses," he con- Northwest," Soloman said.
Guy S:oloman doesn't let things ·· tinued.
Soloman says he hears many
make him panic.
University Relations, located on "images" of Central while talking
But on a day like a year ago last the first floor of Edison Hall, to people around campus. He said
May when CWU was closed due to diss~minates information for the he has heard the university
volcanic ash, the public relations entj.re university. One of Soloman's described as a "party school" and
unit of the university is the most many.projects is "Central Today," a "suitcase school."
likely place for panic.
which is aired on KNOO television
He continued saying Central's
Soloman, Central's director of two days a week as part of the net- reputation is built upon being a
university information, said the work's "Today Show."
normal school. "We're not just a
university was lucky. Even after
The director said his job is a teacher's school, though."
the ash was cleaned up, the west challenge and it involves some
Originally pre-law, the father of
side of the state thought CWU was long hours.
two sons changed his major to
"I can sit here and come up with journalism after transferring to
buried.
Thanks to Soloman, the in- all kinds of great P.R. plans. It Kent State.
tramural program's Bump, Hump won't do me a dam bit of good if
"I drive my wife crazy by
and Glump day and a Tacoma
quoting Julius Ceasar," admitted
television station, the "P.R. the faculty doesn't do what they're
supposed to do," Soloman em- Soloman. He said his favorite
catastrophy" was solved.
writer, however, is John Milton,
University work is agreeable to phasized.
whose work he studied in a course
Soloman. "I enjoy it because it
And he does "believe" in this during college. This, he claims,
keeps me young," said the 45-year- university. "If I didn't believe in it, persuaded him to minor in
old director.
I wouldn't be here.
English.
Coming to Central from
"We're doing things here at CenSaying he had to diagram
YoWlgstate State in Ohio twoyears tral - and I tell you, we're doing it sentences in school, the director
ago, the director is a sports fan with a little bit of money," he said, said he feels elementary and
who plays handball and raquetball. adding that CWU receives far less secondary education is lacking the
''Any student who comes here money in research grants than basics.

"Colleges' jo~ is not to have to
reteach reading, writing and
arithmetic. That should be the
base of the education," he emphasized.
According 'to the information
director, thelEllensburg community makes his job easier. "There is
not anti-anything toward the college," said Soloman, adding that
this rapport is unusual.
· "Onereasonis because the faculty and staff have integrated so well
into the community," he explain- .
ed.
Soloman said he is a product of
·the "Happy Days" era. "Any person my age will tell you they know
·somebody like Fonzie."
He said his generation receives
criticism saying they are "bland"
because during these years there
was no war and no other· major
controversy.
~Soloman defends himself from
this saying he prides ·himselfi on
· "being somewhat layed back."
"I'd quit a job that gave me an
ulcer," he said smiling. "I'd rather
go back to washing dishes.''

&~O: ·
GUY SOLOMAN
" . . . CWU receives far less money · than
other Washington State schools."

Billing number 1ate?
Incomplete billing number applications may be holding up your
special billing card, according to
the Ellensburg Telephone Company. If you have not received
yours from the company, you
should contact them at 925-1425.

NAT'L MED BOS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

~~.IUIPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Preparation Spec1al1sts

Since 1938
For information. Please Call ·

(206) 532-7617

THE

SHOP

id«ttlBI
· Sales·Repairs
·Service
·TAKARA
BICYCLES
~·

· 'Elfe·nsburg's
Oldest Bike

Shop"
Open Tuesday-8aturday
307 N. Mahl, 923-3328
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Rolling Stones

Thomas knew he wanted
the best seat .in the house

By ALAN ANDERSON
Dave Thomas has wanted to see the Rolling
Stones in concert for as long as he can remember.
So when he heard Oct. 1 that Seattle's Kingdome
was to be the seventh stop on their 1981 tour, he
knew he wanted to be there - no matter what the
cost.
Not only did the 22-year-old Central senior want to
be there, he wanted the best seat in the house - he
wanted to be in the front r.ow.
The front row is a place many concert goers think
about being after they arrive at the show and are
seated somewhere in the 200 or 300 level - but few
have the perserverance to do what it takes to get
there.
What does it take to get there?
For Thomas, it took 42 sleepless hours, more than
24 of them without eating. But when the Rolling
Stones entered the King dome stage Thursday, there
he was - front and center.
''I expected a lot and I got more than I expected,''
he said in an interview Sunday. "I've heard that
their performances haven't been what they once
were. But from what I saw that night, they still have
it. The Stones proved they are still number one."
The evening Thomas will never forget started
Wednesday at 9 p.m. when he, along with a friend,
. left Ellensburg for the big show.
Arriving at the Dome shortly after 11 p.m., all
they could do was stand around waiting for the
Wednesday performance to end, as police kept any
lines from forming until all the people were out
from the first show.
"I just got as close as I could to where the line was
going to be and waited until shortly before two
o'clock in the morning when police allowed the lines
to begin forming."
Thomas got to the front of the line, a fenced-off
section near gate-B, where he began his nine-hour
wait to get in.
"Virtually 100 percent of the people-waiting were
either drinking, taking drugs, or both. However,
most of them were just feelng good," he said. "I
didn't see too many really strung out.
"I saw every kind of drug I've ever heard of,"
noting pot, acid, hash, speed and smack as a few examples.
But aside from a fight or two, the atmosphere was
pretty mellow, he said. ''There were a lot of cops
around, but they kept the crowd relaxed."
However, the relaxed atmosphere turned into a
rowdy one around 10 a.m. when the anticipation of
getting in within the next hour began to take over.

"She just kept jabbing me in the ribs trying to get
to move back and let her and her boyfri~nd up
front," he stated. "She was getting violent."
So Thomas had had enough and he threw an elbow
of his own, knocking her to her knees. "She got back
immediately and I saw her lunge toward me."
Then, with convincing strength, she grabbed his
arm and sunk her teeth into his shoulder.
' He then knocked her away, thinking that would be
the end of it. But not more than five minutes later,
he felt her hand inside the front pocket of his pants,
where his wallet was.
'~I don't know what she was doing, or what the hell
she thought," he said, but he grabbedher hand, only
to hear her scream, "Keep your hands to yourself."
"I just said to myself, 'whatever' and went on watching the show."
They stood shoulder-to-shoulder for the·rest of the
show without further incident.
Following J. Geils and an hour-long set-up, t_he
magic moment took place. At 6:10, Mick and the
Boys took the stage.
At that point, a constant surging began from all
directions, especially toward the stage, he said.
"All you could do was try to hold your position ·and
stay on your feet so you wouldn't get trampled.
"It was total physical exertion. When I walked out
of there you could have rung the sweat from my
jeans and shirt. There wasn't a part of my body that
wasn't sore.
"I've been in the front of concerts before, but this
was unreal. But I was where 72,000 people wanted to
be, so big deal. - ·
Some of the major bands he's seen up close include Black Sabbath, Blue Oyster Cult, Molly Hatchet, Ted Nuget, Nazarath, Little River Band, Sammy Hagar and Foghat.
But in comparing the Stones to these shows,
Thomas answers with a no holds barred response.
"There was no comparison.
"It's like comparing the Seahawks to the rest of
the NFL."
Asked if he believes the rwnors about the
disbandment of the Stones after their current tour,
Thomas claims: "No way - There's been rumors
that this was going to be it since 1967. If they didJ:l't
break up in 1970 when the Beatles did, they .won't
now."
'
Would. he do it all over again? "Sure," he
answered quickly. ··Anytime you get the opportunity to see rock legends on stag~ you take advantage
of it."
He claims he wouldn't, however, go through what
he did for anyone but the Rolling Stones - except
''maybe Pink Floyd."
m~

Managing Editor

DAVE THOMAS
. .. was biHen in the arm by a "punk rocker'' at the Rolling
Stones concert in Seattle Oct. 15.

Thomas said the crowd chanted "Rolling Stones"
and threw occasional yells at people walking by to
go to the end of the line.
But at 11 a.m., just as promised, the gates opened
and the mad rush began.
Thomas was the third person through his turnstile
and he estimates among the first 20 admitted. "The
stage was on the opposite end of the Dome, so we
broke for it," he said. "It was like running a ·200
yard dash."
He and his friend got right up next to the stage and
took a seat on the floor, beginning a four hour wait
until the show began.
_
Everyone got up around- 3 p.m. when the first
warm-up group, the Greg Kihn band, was scheduled
to begin, he recalled.
Their half-hour performance "got the crowd really pumped, which really wasn't necessary," he
said. "They were a very exciting warm-up band."
After another half-hour wait for stage set-up, the
second act, the J . Geils band appeared. It was during this h~ur-long performance that Thomas suffered the most unforgettable experience of his trip.
All through the J. Geils show, a female "punk
rocker" with purple hair tried to elbow Thomas out
of his position.

State support for unive~sities
sinking, Central economist says
Washingtonians can stop patting
themselves on the back for their
support to higher education, according to a Central economics professor, because they are 47th in the
nation in state and local appropriations per university student.
"For 1980-81, Washington spent
$2,469 per student, substantially
below the national average of
$3,378, earning us a ranJrJng of 47th
among the 50 states,'' Dr.
Wolfgang Franz said.
"However, in 1971, we were 18th,
and as recently as 1976, we were
23rd. The slide in support has occurred recently," he said.
Franz noted that although
Washington ranks "average" in
support for higher education c9mputed as a percentage of citizens'

personal income, and even "above
average" on the basis of total state
population, the appropriation per
college student puts the state near
the bottom of the barrel.
"We rank 'extremely low' on appropriations per student, because
the percentage of our Washington
population e~rolled in public colleges and universities is the
highest in the nation," he pointed
out.
The national average is ·2.87 percent of the total population enrolled as students at public higher
education institutions, while
Washington has 4.45 percent of its
citizens pursuing public higher education - 55 percent more than
the national average, he said.
Washington's public colleges and

universities were instructed by percent of the 1971-73 budget and
John Spellman in September . 10.8 percent of the 1981-83 budget.
"With such a large percentage of
to plan for a 10.1 percent cut in
our citizens enrolled in the public
operating budgets.
Even if the budget cut is reduced higher education system,
to four percent, Franz said, the Washington must maintain its inWashington university system vestment in state colleges and
may not be ab~e to absorb the loss
and remain one of the best educational systems in the nation.
"It is not well known that
Washington's financial support of
Don't let that little nip in the air
public higher education, when
keep
you from enjoying the wonder
compared with other states, has
the
great outdoors because the
of
been sliding greatly in recent
Recreation Department at Central
years," he said.
The six state universities and has just t:pe plan.
colleges now receive a substantialCWU Ohtdoor Programs is sponly smaller portion of the general -soring a Lake Wenatchee overfund budget than 10 years ago,
night cam{>out Oct. 24 and 25. The
Franz pointed out, allocated 14.2
cost of the campout is $12, in~v.

universities," Franz said.
He noted that most of the data he
quoted was obtained from
Washington Council for Postsecondary Education statistics, compiled for the use of the governor and
legislature.

Wenatchee·campout Oct. 24-25
eluding food, canoes, tents, and
transportation.
The caravan will leave the Hertz
Hall parking lot Saturday morning
at 9: 30 a.m. and will return Sunday
afternoon at 4 p,m. Preregistration is in the SUB Games
Room on campus. For further information, Contact University
Recreation at 963-3512.

